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COIL - The ‘Lost Rivers’ Sessions 1995-1996 {Fan Curated EP} 
 
Lost Rivers of London    Succour Version [DAT Master]. 

Untitled Instrumental #6 [DAT #30]   5 takes from the BLD Sessions 1995-1996. 

London’s Lost Rivers   [Take #2 - vocals]  Rough vocal track w. minimal backing mix. 
Lost Rivers of London  [Take #1]   Early version with vocals. 

Crackanthorpe; Sunrise    Reading from Vignettes by Phil Barrington. 
London’s Lost Rivers   [Take #1]   Initial studio version with abrupt ending. 

[Cover Version]  By The Psychogeographical Commission. 



Hidden Hydrology 
COIL's 'Lost Rivers' Studio Sessions 
 

COIL's "Lost Rivers" sessions were recorded during the Winter period of December 1995-
February 1996 at COIL's own "Slut's Hole" studio in London. The day-long sessions were part of 
what ultimately became the "A Thousand Lights In A Darkened Room" album (at least as far as 
the vinyl pressing of that album went), though were apparently very rushed recordings (Jhonn 
later claimed that the full vocal version was written and recorded in one day to meet the 
“Succour” compilation deadline - Jhonn’s wraparound vocals were not redone for the BLD track). 
 

Around this winter time Jhonn Balance received a fax from David Tibet containing evocative 
passages from the Crackanthorpe "Vignettes" journal, originally published 100 years earlier 
(1896). Jhonn loved the sections he read and swiftly used passages as lyrics for the recording 
sessions to meet the Succour deadline (lifting text from the ‘On Chelsea Embankment’ and “In 
Richmond Park” sections of the small book). 
 

At the very same time as recording this track, the official (and long-awaited) 2nd Edition of the 
Nicholas Barton book called "The Lost Rivers of London" appeared in the bookshops of the city. 
And, thus, the title and main text for the song lyrics came together - not before Jhonn added his 
own morose bookend to the song lyrics, likely inspired by Crackanthorpe’s own fate by drowning 
in the Seine: 
 

I'm gonna drown myself 
In London's lost rivers 
I will walk down to the reeds* 
 

[and, at the track's closing;] 
 

I'm gonna drown myself 
In the lost rivers of London 
I am gonna drown myself 
In the lost rivers of London 
 

* - I have previously stated in the “Golden Age of Bloodsports” lyric book that Jhonn sings “...rain” instead of “...reeds”. Upon 
finally hearing the largely unfiltered vocals from the sessions I now believe he states “reeds”. However, this particular vocal 
recording is oddly snipped at the end by, presumably, Christopherson in the studio - probably due to the rushed circumstances 
behind the deadline-based recording - so it ultimately sounds to me like “reed-”. Of course, this is based purely upon my own 
hearing/cognitive response. 



 
 
 
For their track submission for the “Succour - The Terrascope Benefit Album” 
compilation (a CD set released much later in the year to raise funds for the UK/USA psychedelic 
Ptolemaic Terrascope magazine - in September 1996), COIL kept the song’s title as "The Lost 
Rivers of London", lifted from the Jan 1996 edition of Barton's book of the same name (the book 
itself traced the hidden hydrology trails of the Fleet, the Tyburn, Stamford Brook and Walbrook, 
beneath the streets of London), with the following text used from “Vignettes”; 

 
I have sat there and seen the winter days finish their short-spanned lives; and all the globes of 
light — crimson, emerald, and pallid yellow — start, one by one, out of the russet fog that 
creeps up the river. But I like the place best on these hot summer nights, when the sky hangs 
thick with stifled colour, and the stars shine small and shyly. Then the pulse of the city is hushed, 
and the scales of the water flicker golden and oily under the watching regiment of lamps. 
 

The bridge clasps its gaunt arms tight from bank to bank, and the shuffle of a retreating figure 
sounds loud and alone in the quiet. There, if you wait long enough, you will hear the long wail of 
the siren, that seems to tell of the anguish of London till a train hurries to throttle its dying note, 
roaring and rushing, thundering and blazing through the night, tossing its white crests of smoke, 
charging across the bridge into the dark country beyond. 
 

In the wan, lingering light of the winter afternoon, the parks stood all deserted, sluggishly 
drowsing, so it seemed, with their spacious distances muffled in greyness: colourless, fabulous, 
blurred. One by one, through the damp misty air, looked the tall, stark, lifeless elms. Overhead 
there lowered a turbid sky, heavy-charged with an unclean yellow, and amid their ugly patches 
of dank and rotting bracken, a little mare picked her way noiselessly. The rumour of life seemed 
hushed. There was only the vague listless rhythm of the creaking saddle. 



 
 
 
The daylight faded. A shroud of ghostly mist enveloped the earth, and up from the vaporous 
distance crept slowly the evening darkness. A sullen glow throbs overhead: golden will-o’-the-
wisps are threading their shadowy ribbons above golden trees, and the dull, distant rumour of 
feverish London waits on the still night air. The lights of Hyde Park Corner blaze like some mon-
ster, gilded constellation, shaming the dingy stars. And across the east, there flares a sky-sign, a 
gaudy crimson arabesque. And all the air hangs draped in the mysterious sumptuous splendour 
of a murky London night. 
 

A month later, in the midst of early autumn 1996 and nearly a year since the start of the studio 
sessions, COIL Presents Black Light District “A Thousand Lights In A Darkened Room” was finally 
released. The vinyl version of the release contained an exclusive version of the song, now called 
“London's Lost Rivers”,  as the penultimate track on the longplayer (Side D, Track #3). 
 

This album version of the track only contained Jhonn’s ‘bookend’ lyrics and vocals, with nothing 
sourced from Crackanthorpe at all. This, however, arguably fitted in better with the rest of the 
album soundscape as no other track on that release relied upon lyrics at all, other than brief 
wafting phrases (and vocal samples taken from assorted tv documentaries). 
 

Whichever version of the track you prefer, the song contains an undeniably wistful melancholic  
nature to it, truly befitting the gloomy-yet-evocative Victorian landscape of London both written 
about from the first-person perspective of Hubert Montague Crackanthorpe and via the latter 
hydrology research by the writer Nicholas Barton. 
 
 

Phil Barrington 
April 2018 





Supplementary Archive Material 
 

* 18-page CD Booklet [.pdf] 
* Exclusive Sleeve Graphic [.tif] 

No copyright holding is claimed or presumed by 
the compiler of this EP, with all original copyright 
of all elements observed and respected for this 
free, non-profit copyleft release. 

‘The Lost Rivers of London’ cover version by The Psychogeographical Commission: 
 

"The Psychogeographical Commission was formed at the start of 2008 to explore the many 
interfaces between the built environment and the people who inhabit it through dérive, 
magick and sonic experimentation. 
 

After a great deal of time wandering the back streets of London and other large cities 
looking for the spirits which now dwell within them, we came to the conclusion that the 
psychological make-up of cities is now at odds with the populations inherent rural based 
mythology. People aren't evolving to cope with cities fast enough to keep up with the 
constantly shifting cityscape. 
 

To start approaching a remedy for this we set about creating music which blurs the line 
between the real and imagined landscapes in order to allow individuals to revaluate their 
own mythologies and provide new ideas to bring them closer to harmony with their urban 
surroundings."  http://psychcomm.bandcamp.com 
 
‘Crackanthorpe; Sunrise’ - a reading from Vignettes by Phil Barrington: 
 

To focus further on Hubert Crackanthorpe’s evocative material, Phil Barrington contributes 
a reading of Crackanthorpe’s “Sunrise” (also lifted from the Vignettes journal). The track 
includes the first 30 seconds of COIL’s false start for Take #2 of London’s Lost Rivers, 
and a collage of public domain found sounds evoking a Victorian cityscape. 



Online resources relevant to COIL’s ‘Lost Rivers’ sessions 

http://www.hiddenhydrology.org/london-barton-the-lost-rivers-of-london/ 
https://www.discogs.com/Coil-Presents-Black-Light-District-A-Thousand-Lights-In-A-Darkened-Room/
release/2028148 
https://library.hrmtc.com/2012/02/04/lost-rivers-of-london-2/ 
 

^ This is a video for the Coil track “Lost Rivers of London” covered by The Psychogeographical Commission, 
which is included on their “Urban Psychetecture” album and the "Magick, Music and Ritual 2" anthology album 
- both released in 2012. 
 
Hubert Crackanthorpe and "Vignettes" text resources (including full publication) 
 

https://archive.org/download/vignettesminiatu00cracuoft/vignettesminiatu00cracuoft.pdf  
https://archive.org/download/vignettesminiatu00crac/vignettesminiatu00crac.pdf   [backup link] 
https://archive.org/details/laststudies00cracrich 
http://www.1890s.ca/PDFs/crackanthorpe_bio.pdf 
https://ubu507.wordpress.com/2008/08/13/hubert-crackanthorpe-forgotten-genius/ 





Relevant studio session credits 
[mostly lifted from "A Thousand Lights In A Darkened Room" album sleeve] 

- HIDDEN HYDROLOGY IS NOT SUPPORTED BY ANY PAST COIL AFFILIATE OR FORMER MEMBER - 
 
Loops [Additional], Effects [Sound Manipulation] – Dan Hyde 
Mastered By [Cut By] – Denis  
Performer [Those Who Shine Darkly Are] – 
Drew McDowall 
John Balance 
Peter Christopherson 
Jenny De'Ath  [Balance pseudonym] 
John Absolom  [Balance pseudonym] 
Louise Weasel  [Balance pseudonym] 

Otto Avery  [Balance pseudonym] 
Rufus Pool  [Balance pseudonym] 
Presenter – Coil  
 

Recorded at Slut's Hole Studio, London during the warm wet winter of 1995/96 ev.  
Cut at Porky's. This is a Sidereal Sound Recording for Eskaton Records.  
 
"Why be bleak when you can be Blake?" - J.B.  
 

In Memoriam  
Bruce Gallagher  
Leigh Bowery  
Wavey Davey/Emma  
Steve Abbott  
Spud Jones  
Derek Jarman  
Richard Highgate  
 

"Ghosts are sidereal" - AOS  



"We'd like to bestow our best wishes, thanks and lovelovelove to the following in no particular 
order for their inspiration, participation, and celebration: Rose McDowall & Robert Lee, Keri 
McDowall, Paul Sinclair, Sunshine Jackson, Charlotte Coleman, David Michael Tibet, Kat, Steven 
Stapleton, Dido, and all at Cooloorta, Boyd Rice & Lisa & Wolf, Maya Harding, Jim Wilson, John 
Wagland, John Everall & Theresa, Robin Rimbaud/Scanner, Henry Boxer, Daniel Miller, all at 
World Serpent (Gibby, Alison & Alan), Chris & Cosey, Monte Cazazza & Michele Handleman, 
Adam Parfrey, Douglas P, Ken Lloyd, Alix Sharkey, Scott Armstrong, Don Bowles, Ruth Beyer, 
Paul Smith & Russell at Disobey/Blast First, Oval, Panasonic, Sean & Rob of Autechre, Rob/
Gescom, Chantelle and all at Warp, ELpH, Wormsine, Rosa Mundi, William S. Burroughs & 
James Grauerholz, John Giorno, Hakim Bey, Attila & Greg Clow, John Bains, Martin Starr, Geoff 
Cox, Biba Kopf, Sav X, Trent Reznor & John Malm, and all at nothing records, Michael Moniyhan, 
Kim Cascone/Silent Records, Tommy Udo, Ambient Soho, Sister Marie Gabriel, Kevin Spencer/
Robot Records, Colin Constantin/Zion Train, Josh Seaver, Ford Proco, Nick at Compendium, 
Robert Ansell & Hayley, Gavin Semple, Tim D'Arch Smith, William Stukeley, Aubrey Burl, Paul 
Devraux, Max Eastley, Jacqueline Wesley, Vikki, Dave/Fat Cat, Mick Harris/Scorn, Robert Gilbert, 
Jill Mingo, Jack Parsons, Cameron, Bee & Andi, Clive Barker, Billy Morrison, Ray Gange, Terence 
McKenna, Julian Cope, Pete, Jude, Nigel, Darryl and Jamie at the Rough Trade shops, Sjon Mar-
tens, PWOG, Dael, Bruce La Bruce, Michael Flanagan & Diamanda Galas, Olaf Hagen, Donald, 
John Maybury, Nicola Bowery & Minty, Fiz and Jordi, Dennis Cooper, Alex Binnie, Ian Shipley, 
Nigel Price, Harmonia, Atom Heart, Tetsu Inoue, Hypnotism Records, Bill Laswell & Janet, Toni & 
Jenni Rushton, Mathew R. Lewis, and blessings & thanks be to AOS and ZOS." 
 

Made in England. World Serpent Distribution. 
 
 

The initial white label test pressing of "A Thousand Lights In A Darkened Room" included     
Balance's handwritten note; 
 

"For Tibet - with extra track "London's Lost Rivers" as recommended and truly helped by Tibet 
by revealing the Crackanthorpe texts to me via fax" 
 
COIL’s Unnatural History III sleevenotes state the following about “Lost Rivers of London”; 
 

“The track was written and recorded in one day to meet the [Succour] deadline” 







Important timeline of key text releases for the 'Lost Rivers' sessions 
 
 
"Vignettes; A Miniature Journal of Whim and Sentiment" 
Hubert Montague Crackanthorpe 
(hardcover) 
Country: Uk/USA 
Released 1896 
(John Lane/Bodley Head; 1st Edition) 
 
"The Lost Rivers of London. A Study of their Effects upon London and 
Londoners, and the Effects of London and Londoners upon them" 
Nicholas Barton 
(hardcover) 
Country: UK 
Released: 1962 
(Phoenix House; Official 1st Edition)  
 
"The Lost Rivers of London" 
Nicholas Barton 
(hardcover) 
Country: UK 
Released: January 1st 1996 
(Phillimore & Co.; Official Public 2nd Edition) 
 
To slightly confuse matters regarding these textual sources, a completely separate "London's Lost Rivers" 
book exists, by author Paul Talling. However, this was a relatively recent release (first published on 5th May 
2011 by Random House Books) with no link outside of the same subject matter.  



Important timeline of key music releases for the 'Lost Rivers' sessions 
 
 
Lost Rivers of London 
"Succour - The Terrascope Benefit Album"  
Ptolemaic Terrascope 
Country:  US/UK 
Released:  24th Sep 1996  
 
London's Lost Rivers 
"A Thousand Lights In A Darkened Room" 
[exclusive vinyl edition only] 
COIL Presents Black Light District 
Country: UK 
Released:  October 1996 
 
Lost Rivers of London 
"Unnatural History III" 
[the same track as on the Succour compilation] 
COIL 
Country: UK 
Released:  June 1997 



EP Credits 
 

EP Curation - Phil Barrington 
Source of COIL session tracks - unnamed donator via the Live COIL Archive website. 
Booklet design - Barrington Arts, using public domain elements, Creative Commons   
Licensed archival maps and Discogs.com web catalogue elements alongside other  
associated materials. 
 
www.barringtonarts.com 
live-coil-archive.com 



All music recordings © 1996 COIL Estates & Existing Rights Holders 

Except for Track #7 © 2012 The Psychogeographical Commission - psychcomm.bandcamp.com/album/urban-psychetecture  

Track #5 is a Public Domain recording/reading by Phil Barrington, the source being Crackanthorpe’s Vignettes. 

THIS RELEASE IS NOT SUPPORTED BY ANY PAST COIL AFFILIATE OR FORMER MEMBER. 

Curated & released under Copyleft Principle as a free, non-profit historical document for online 
Victorian literature fan communities and the COIL fanbase, April 6th 2018. 


